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REFERENCE FOR MR. BENEDIKT STEINER (XPLORE GLOBAL LTD.) – AMR 

GOLD Ltd. CONSULTING ROLE, APRIL-AUGUST 2016 

 

I have the pleasure of writing a reference for Benedikt Steiner, who I have worked with on a 

number of mineral exploration projects since 2016. Initially, Benedikt was recommended to 

me due to his involvement as Programme Director of Mining and Exploration Geology at the 

Camborne School of Mines, UK.  

In my role as Operations Manager for AMR Gold Ltd., based in Sierra Leone, I hired Benedikt 

to conduct data reviews, training and fieldwork on AMR Gold’s license areas. The company at 

the time was in possession of a large geochemical, geophysical and drilling exploration dataset, 

dating back to 2009 and before, yet no one had properly and consciously analysed and 

interpreted the data. I was aware that Benedikt’s previous experience with Rio Tinto 

Exploration allowed him to build subject matter expertise in exploration targeting, and for this 

reason I asked him to investigate the leads the company had to date (2016) further.  

Benedikt managed to produce a geochemical bedrock map of the license areas, applying trace 

element geochemistry to ‘look’ through tropical overburden. This interpretation, along with 

his review of airborne magnetic and drillhole data, have significantly improved our 

understanding of the regional and prospect-scale geology and therefore supported our 

exploration efforts. One of the most important outcomes were the delineation of previously 

unknown extensions of greenstone belts in the northwestern part of Sierra Leone. 

In addition, Benedikt conducted training for local staff in Sierra Leone and helped to 

streamline data collection and interpretation in the field. Benedikt was very diligent in his 

work and proved to be very good companionship during extended field stints in Africa. 

 

Overall, I highly recommend and rate Benedikt as a mineral exploration geologist and 

consultant. I would certainly hire him again, if the opportunity arose. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Luke Rogers 

Operations Manager, AMR Gold Ltd. (2015-2017) 
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